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Student Senate Agenda  
Date: October 19th, 2016  
Time and Location: 6:00pm Port O’ Call; Cartwright Center 
 

I. Call to Order 
a. 6:02 

II. Pledge of Allegiance 
III. Roll Call 
IV. Consent Agenda 

a. Approval of agenda 
i. Motion:Garcia, add a resolution to new business, motion: sponsor on resolution 
ii. Motion: Fish Second: Bentdahl 

1. Approved 
V. Guest Speakers 

a. Jay Scott 
i. Greg Reichert wanted to update everyone on scholarship campaign. He was 
here 3 years ago talking about it to SA. There is a specific scholarship fund that 
SA needs to think about. Jay will speak on some of the ways that the campaign is 
being spread and the unique things that the system is giving them the ability to 
do. 3 years ago scholarship campaign started to raise money with a 15-million-
dollar endowment. They are trying to double the amount of scholarship funds 
available to students. Almost 4 years thru the endowment of 7.9 million dollars 
used which puts them right on pace to use up 15-million-dollar endowment for 
scholarships. The foundation gives out 1 million dollars in scholarships this year 
alone. They are getting a lot of scholarships which are restricted, which means 
that they are allocated where the donor wants them to go. Scholarship dollars 
come from alumni, partial to that field. Increase in amount of scholarships that 
are straight merit or need based, because there wasn’t a lot to offer students. 
Admissions can use that to recruit and retain students to stay at UWL. Don’t 
want students graduating with a lot of debt. 3 years left of endowment. Students 
who are doing undergraduate research have ability to succeed without debt, 
trying to raise 1 million dollars to help students do what they want to do. Student 
teaching semester, clinical, undergraduate research are expensive semesters. 
Having to find places to live, how can they help students? Fund this through 
scholarships, trying to raise 1 million dollars. Donor inspired them to find 
900,000 dollars more after the 100,000 gift. 10 years ago, SA was asked to help 
contribute to construction of sports complex, not sure the exact amount. During 
that process, SA passed a resolution stating that when the 5 suits that are 
available for lease, after the first 5 years of those leases, 1/3 of those payments 
will go into building a scholarship endowment. There was no direction to where/ 
what kind of scholarships those should be. 57000 dollars sitting in that fund and 
wants SA to say what kind of scholarships we should have those be. Document 
will be sent out with ideas of scholarship allocations. Roll off 4% of dividend. 
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2000$ a year for forever. If suites are leased every year, that will grow. What 
kind of scholarships can we give? There are rules that we have to follow, can’t do 
anything with athletics can’t have a review committee because they could be 
direct recipients. SA couldn’t give the scholarship to SA members and have a 
committee. Any questions about the scholarship campaign? 

  a. Rondorf: Can scholarships go towards sports management? 
1. Yes. Handful of scholarships that mentioned athletics, but then 
we were on probation for a few years. As a field of study you 
can give scholarships towards athletic type. 

ii. Jay Scott: Senior development officer at UWL. Lives in Milwaukee and 
outreach to alumni in Milwaukee, Chicago, green bay, Madison and surrounding 
area. Will travel if its someone he knows. Hall director in drake hall for a couple 
years in mid-80’s, let went to University of Florida, was involved in REC center 
building in 90’s. Moved back to Wisconsin a few years ago and UWL was 
looking for someone to do his job. 4th tour of duty with Lacrosse. Congratulations 
the University looks a lot different, what you are all doing academically is really 
impressive. The whole concept of naming opportunities. Board of regents and 
chancellors oversee naming operations on campuses. Primary purpose for any 
time of naming of building/room is to encourage private philanthropy. How its 
stated in BOR policy, only in unique circumstances are things named without a 
gift. Two things that are named: Facilities, college of business. could name a 
program or something physical. Being a public university we didn’t depend as 
much of philanthropy because you have tuition revenue and philanthropy on the 
side. More and more we are going to depend on it to support university because 
we need scholarship funds. Private schools have so many buildings rooms named 
because of philanthropy and a way we can outreach to create those opportunities. 
For the new student center, we are out talking with our alumni. We follow a 
policy to how things are named. A dollar amount to each space is assigned. If 
someone gives 25000 to name a meeting room, then it goes into the endowment, 
they can then designate what kind of scholarship that will go to. It grows at a rate 
of 4%, and that fund will grow. With the student center, the potential is about 4.5 
million dollars in endowment. That would produce about 220,000 dollars in 
scholarships for students each year. Examples of folks that would like to be 
approved, 1. 50,000 to honor a deceased faculty member from her estate, and 
give that for a scholarship for a grad program. Another example there was some 
alumni that passed about of heart attack 55 years old he has friends from UWL 
and they raised 25000 to create a scholarship in the finance department. Started 
finance club at UWL. Another example is a young alumnus is interested in 
leadership development. 1 scholarship is student leadership and the other is 
honoring a friend of his who was his roommate when he as a freshman who 
passed about 2 years ago, education scholarship. Totaling 50,000 scholarship 
from him. Other folks are considering at different levels to give for the student 
center. 
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iii.Greg: If you have been in Graff, you see the auditorium came with a 500,000-
dollar gift, which gives out bigger scholarships. We are trying to do this with 
several facilities. Looking at the new field house and to see if people are looking 
to name things in there. Another tool in our belt to raise m money to benefit 
students.  

a. Floerke: Just with your experience, how long do you anticipate 
someone donating that 2 million dollars to the student enter or is it just 
up in the air? 

iv. Scott: who has the capacity to do that, are they willing, and are they able? Is 
UWL at the top of their list. 2-million-dollar gift does not come very often, it’s a 
long process. We have never had one. Are there folks out there that have that 
potential? Yes. We are working hard to identify those folks and get them back on 
campus Development is a team sport, it takes the chancellor, myself and Greg to 
work towards getting this money. Students are the greatest ambassador. Tell 
these alums about your student leadership experience and what your dreams are, 
you help these people want to give money because they want to have an impact 
on your life.  

a. Arney: What is the deadline for the building name for someone to 
donate? 

v. Scott: There is no deadline, we are waiting for someone to give money. What 
impact are they trying to do? Where do they want their money to go? We work 
with them to get what they want.  

a. Arney: It could open in the spring and not have a name? 
1. Scott: It most likely won’t have a name 

vi. Greg: Eagle hall is generic so we can change the name if someone wants to 
put their name on it and give money. 
vii. Scott: We would like to tour people through and go by these places that are 
named through philanthropic things. It inspires people that they are joining 
others. Get the momentum going. 

a. Schimmel: Are there any specific rooms that are considered off limits 
to naming? Students want the rights to name it since it’s a student right to 
name it? Like the student senate chambers? Getting students in the 
process? 

viii. Scott: That is the dollar amount that is assigned by the University, only 
under unique circumstance are rooms named without a gift. That’s the policy. 
The chancellor needs to come in for something like that. The conversation has 
been happening, but I would bring the chancellor in on that conversation. We just 
formally named downstairs in eagle hall to bridge bear and wilder because of the 
resident’s halls being torn down. These halls honored important women, so we 
should name these rooms that. It was approved, an example of something that 
was named without a gift because of the history. I would guess that when you 
think of the student senate chambers that the alum that would give that 75000 
dollars that the alum was probably a student senator and they probably benefit 
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someone in student senate. If you think of it that way, it’s probably going to be 
someone who thinks student chambers was an important part of their life.  

a. Elvaker: Just to clarify you said there is a 4% increase?  
ix. Scott: 4% pay out of 25000 is 1000 dollars, that pays out 1000 dollars to a 
student in the scholarship. That money stays in the endowment, and you hope 
that the stock market improves and the money will grow 

a. Rondorf: Split the name and each person gives 1 million dollars each? 
x. Greg: We would package it as a joint gift, being smith-jones hall. 2million is 
the amount that is set by the BOR to name buildings. 
xi. Scott: There as a group of alums that wanted the college of business to make 
sure that it stayed that way. They gave billions of dollars from alums because 
they wanted to keep it.  

a. Arney: have you considered doing what you did with eagle for the 
native American land that it sits on? Naming a lounge area or room after 
the Hochunk people possibly. 

xii. Greg: We haven’t considered that, what the process is that it’s a honorific 
name and whoever would like to make that proposal would have to make it thru 
myself and whose administrator that place would be (athletics to athletic 
administrator). We would take those to cabinet.  

a. Arney: What would a meeting room be like? 
xiii. Greg: If its student center it would go thru Paula’s group, or in centennial in 
the provost office. 

a. Garcia: Can businesses try to name things? Like Kwik trip? 
xiv. Greg: Yes they can, we want to be careful about who gets named, like not 
any convicted felons, or company that don’t practice good business. We are 
working with a gift from the college of business that would be named after an 
accounting firm because we have a great partnership and they hire a lot of 
people. That’s a first example of a corporate name. 
xv. Scott: Type of signage is similar to centennial. Very nicely done and we want 
things to look beautiful. We don’t want any neon lights and we want to 
acknowledge the support that people are giving.  

a. Kallis: If this goes over really well and people still want to donate, 
what would we do? 

xvi. Scott: As long as that building still exists, the names stay in that building. 
There are other buildings that people can go to if everything is named in a 
building. If everything is named in a building, then we have had great success. 
It’s very long work, many visits with the alums. They are making decisions 
between UWL and 5 or 6 other places. There’s a lot of decisions that get made 
when someone is giving 50,000 dollars. That’s a lifetime gift for them that is 
significant. Change in the culture of higher education. Most specifically higher 
public education. This is why we are here tonight. It has changed. We hope that 
we get every room named and we create these wonderful scholarships for 
students. 
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a. Rondorf: Is there any current students that you are partnering with so 
that they can try to get more alum to donate? 

xvii. Greg: We have taken students with us to alumni events, we utilize students 
like on the day of giving like signing the thank you cards and videos shared with 
them. The alum dont care about us, they do it because they love you. If we can 
highlight students in any way we can. Students love to share there stories, we are 
trying to bring a lot more alum to come in a speak to students and share their 
stories as well. These are alums that we want to come back and be engaged in 
campus.  

a. Quashnick: CEO of Cisco? 
xviii. Scott: Tomorrow night at 5ocoock main hall auditorium. Sign up for your 
ticket online. 600 some students signed up for it. Sponsored by the clearly family. 

 
b. Jacque Bollinger 

i. Director of residence life. Thanks Pat and Schimmel for inviting me. I 
just wanted to introduce myself. I started in July so I am new, but not as 
new because I have a few months under my belt. Worked at UW Oshkosh 
for 16 years. Involved with student leadership extensively. I appreciate 
what you all do here. Updates on residence life: We are still in extended 
housing. We do not have enough space. Last few years especially. We are 
hoping to hear about a new residence hall soon, it’s been delayed and we 
don’t know how long. Right now we are in this holding pattern that is very 
frustrated. Another thing is that we are allowing students to sign up to live 
in Reuter to get more students to live on campus. Beginning in October we 
allow students to live on campus so we can get more people. Alternative to 
living off campus. We have a good start and hope to continue. I would like 
you guys to ask me questions. 

a. Finco: What renovations would RL do if we don’t get new 
residence hall 

ii. Bollinger: We hired a consultant, but the problem is that the hvac 
system and important things that you don’t really see. We have a struggle 
if we don’t get a new residence hall because we have to take a hall offline 
and have even less space. Don’t have a solid answer we must look at 
renovation plan and see what works best. Planning process has to be 
looked at again. 

a. Brady: What kind of time line for a new res hall? 
iii. Bollinger: We don’t know. We aren’t very optimistic if its going to 
make it to legislature. Madison had a plan approved for their res halls so 
something is moving which is good. Any project was dead in the water for 
quite a while. 

a. Schimmel: Cost for renovations? 
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iv. Bollinger: I’m not really sure about that.  
a. Lenz: What’s a higher priority right now? Renovation or new 

dorm. 
v. Bollinger: For me the new hall would be the priority because we can 
have extra space then take halls offline to renovate. The problem with that 
is that it backs up our renovation plans. Some of our buildings are quite 
old, and that puts off renovation a bit longer than we wanted. 

a. Floerke: Have you had legislatures come to campus and see 
what we have to live in? 

vi. Bollinger: No we haven’t not that I know of. We have certain people 
lobbying for us. Bob Hetzel is doing his best to get these through. 

a. Floerke: Is this something that you possibly want to do? I knew 
some people who had to live 5 guys in one room which wasn’t 
good.  

vii. Bollinger: Once we determine if the project goes forward, then we can 
decide. 

a. Colin: Is there a contingency plan in the works so we can do 
something else? 

viii. Bollinger: The current plan for renovating the halls, we are going to 
have to back to the drawing board if we cant get a new res hall soon. Next 
year is the determining factor 

a. Ames: Hvac improvements in halls? Individual thermostats? 
ix. Bollinger: Hoping to go for efficiency and people are able to control 
the heat in their rooms. Even in eagle reuter they can control but not fully. 
RHAC is the place where I go often for advice on what students want, but 
that doesn’t mean it always has to be them. I would love to work with you 
guys too. My office is in eagle hall. 

c. Elaine Anderson 
i. I haven’t heard from any of you besides Pat and Schimmel, so besides 
talking about legislation, I’m going to give you nuggets from city hall. 
Emphasize if you find yourself having questions about things that are 
going on in our city, please contact me to talk 1:1 about it. Update: Early 
voting is happening now, starting on Monday. You can go to city clerk’s 
office and vote now because you are going to busy on election day. If you 
want to get your peers to do it as well to keep the poll lines shorter. Go 
ahead of time to help out. I can either tell you about the library situation 
between city county or the Shelby boundary task force agreement. Library 
won. How many of you have been following it on local news? Just 
spencer. Last year city contacted Kovari who worked with student body 
president many years ago. Basically they found that a lot of services are 
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being duplicated and because of that, taxes are higher. One of the areas 
that was approachable to try to delete that overlap was the library. Looked 
to explore other options. Wanted to merge city/county library systems. 
County would be responsible for funding and have control over it. It was 
pretty contested during the meeting. WE ended up giving the mayor the go 
ahead so that we can see less duplication there. Lower taxes in the city that 
doesn’t limit the services that we are providing. Memorial pool that was 
closed this whole summer, but the Grandview Emerson neighborhood 
association did a study, we will discuss the results first Thursday of next 
Month in city hall. Last thing that I wanted to talk about is league of 
Wisconsin municipality that lobbies to state legislatures on behalf of city 
and municipal governments that put together lobbying priorities for next 
year at capital. Improved code inspections want to be on there. Landlords 
not keeping up with their properties. Why would that be a priority to have 
that on there? It’s not students fault that they places are crappy. They want 
photos of these places. They don’t want to get anybody in trouble, but they 
want to see some photos so that state legislates know that this is a 
problem. Things that landlords should be taken care of, have them snap 
some pictures so we can compile evidence.  

a. Mason:  Do you want any details? Story? 
ii. Anderson: If you want to give street address that would maybe get 
people in trouble. Stories would be great. Email is: 
Anderson.elai@uwlax.edu I prefer you use this email for photos. You can 
also email my city email.  

a. Garcia: What committees are you on? 
iii. Anderson: Housing rehabilitation, housing and personnel, historic 
preservation, memorial pool.  

a. Dani: Time sensitive for the photos? 
iv. Not time sensitive. It would be more effective if you told me what you 
want to hear. 

d. Emily Hinman 
i. Hinman: Student body president from Viterbo. First I want to ask how 

many of you know where Viterbo is? Pretty much everyone. It’s by 
Walgreens/the hospital. We are catholic. Only 35% are actually catholic. Over 
70 majors on campus as well as graduate and doctorate program as a smaller 
university. I transferred to Viterbo for nursing. We are facing a lot of 
renovations projects for our students so we can see better utilization by 
students. Going to hear student concerns. We have online ways, mailbox, 
phone number. We don’t really hear what students like/don’t like, and we 
want to know. What can we do that they want to see? The biggest thing is we 

mailto:Anderson.elai@uwlax.edu
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want to hear what students have to say. We want to rep students well, and our 
university. We collaborate on how to use student fees correctly. We have a lot 
of student leadership and service opportunities and encourage our students to 
attend which brings people of different areas of life together. If you have any 
questions I will take those, but I just wanted to introduce myself. We get a lot 
of stuff done at our meetings and would love to see you there. 

a. Floerke: Do you have student orgs? 
ii. We aren’t antisocial or anything so yes. Students join clubs over here when 
at Viterbo. Just have to have an advisor.  

a. Fish: Does Viterbo have orgs like hall council or residence life 
like RHAC? 

iii. Hinman: They have RHA, NRHA, not sure what all that entails but we do 
have those. We don’t have hall councils but RAs put on floor meetings. Two 
freshman dorms, one holds 200 and other one holds 90 students. 3 on campus 
apartment and 2 off campus apartments. Lots of student stay on campus. 
There are not any hall councils.  

a. Brady: Enrollment rate increased over years?  
iv. Hinman: Last year we had decrease, but this year we had an increase. 
Ungrad pop is 2100 with 800 grad students.  

a. Burgess: Discussing renovation, have you discussed it in your 
organization about potential? 

v. Yes, we just started two new projects because students want to see it done. 
Campus ministry is used so much so we are working to renovate and get a 
better design lay out. Want a sink. Other project is buy the dorm there is a 
patio area but its lame and no students sit there, so we are going to remodel it 
and make it nicer for students.  

a. Bhatoya: Viterbo is private right? What’s the relationship with 
state legislature? Do the things you do go to a higher power? 

vi. It depends on the project if we have to get it approved. I would say right 
now we don’t have as much power about things that we would like to see 
done. I know everyone very well on campus so we are able to get the 
connections and od what we need to do that would need to go to the board of 
trustees. 

a.Bhatoya: So most of the time you guys don’t have a relationship 
with things that revolve around state legislature 

vii. Hinman: I have no idea. I know we have to follow some of the same 
rules? Like the gun control issue wouldn’t pertain to Viterbo because we are a 
private school. 

VI. General Student Body Open Forum 
VII. Officer Reports 
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a. President: Jacob Schimmel:  
i. “Trying to keep it short”. Going to send out an email to discuss what students 
would like to name the new student center. There have been many tech issues 
this week that we are trying to figure out before the email is sent. It is going to be 
in a qualtrics survey format so all of the results will come back in one large 
document. There will not be any questions, just an open ended: what would you 
like to name the student center? This is going to go out as soon as possible.  

1. Faust: Is Jay Scott aware that we are trying to name the new student 
center and will not just be “Student Center” in January?  

ii. Schimmel: Yes. His discussion with us was focused on the fund raising lens 
and not the general name for the center. I am also on the hiring committee for the 
new provost, Betsy is the interim. We are working on solidifying the position 
descriptions and promotion materials used to attract the candidates. I want to 
make sure the process and search and screen committee is always keeping 
students in the front of their mind. This campus is greatly student oriented and 
we want to make sure we attract provosts that can understand and encourage that 
on campus. Also considering making a video for candidates to see how true that 
is! Pat and I have done 2 interviews for inclusivity director, and one more next 
week. DOC will also be interviewing the candidates and getting back to us with 
their recommendation. Hopefully we will see them too! We are still working, 
with Haley, on establishing a general and introductory lobbying day sometime 
soon. It may be during the school day so it will be hard for some of you to make 
it but we really need as many of you as possible to make an impact. I am also 
working on an academic political format. Nov 3, 6pm-7:30 in Port O’Call. We 
will be bringing in a member of College Dems and College Republicans to give a 
bit of a pitch on each party’s stance. There will be a professor moderating. Voter 
registration has come to a close, you all have done amazing!! 

b. Vice President: Patrick Brever:  
i. Employee video people are looking to make, need an extra student 
(besides Schimmel) to commit about an hour to help them show the good 
things and bad things to do when you are a campus employee. 
REMEMBER TO PUT SPONSORED BY on all of the publicity you 
would like to get approved by 212. I would like to collect info on the 
new senators to get you into the office and Facebook group.  

c. Chief of Staff: Brady Gross:  
i. Starting to talk to 360 discussing the lease signing date back. By a 
week at first and hopefully we can move it back up to a month or so. 
Working on this with Madison and Emily, let me know if you would like 
to help out! Would like to get all landlords all in the same room with 
student leaders from here and Viterbo to talk about this and other ideas. 
Pop by to say hi is happening this Monday instead of last Monday. I 
would like 3 people per hour and will send an email reminder 
beforehand.  
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d. Deputy Chief of Staff: Lauren Mason  
i. If you can’t make it for your office hours, let me know and you can 
change it. You can hang out and do homework and maybe someone will 
come in and say hi to you. For those of you around last year, there is an 
issue last year on how professors sometimes don’t get our 
homework/tests back to us on timely manner, we brought this to Betsy 
Morgan last year and she wanted to get things done with it. She talked to 
faculty senate about putting it in syllabus about commitment to getting 
your stuff back to you. I’m not sure how many did it this year, but we are 
looking to make it a for sure thing next year. What is the latest you have 
seen something returned to you? I took an exam in beginning of October 
and didn’t get it back before the final? We need to know about it. If 
everyone could just write down major, and what department the course 
was under, and then mention how late it was that you go the grade after 
you submitted it. I will send an email out so you and your friends can 
share. I will pass out a piece of paper for people to jot notes down. 
Longest for a written/ and scantron. 

e. State Affairs Director: Haley Jurecki 
f. Local Affairs Director: Madison Wescott:  

i. Obviously, the off campus housing fair was very successful with many 
students being there. However, only 4 rental companies were there so we 
are trying to compile a comprehensive list of all landlords in the area. We 
are thinking of talking to student life to determine if they can be a 
permanent house for the list of landlords in the area and a direct resource 
for student to consistently go to for questions. There is no office on 
campus that deals solely with off campus resources. Aaron Bhatoya 
agrees that this would be a great resource for students and way to foster 
relationships off campus. 

VIII. RHAC Reports  
i. Burgess: Next Meeting is tomorrow and we will have 2 fund requests 

one from Student Association, in addition to a presentation from Troy Richter 
about strategic planning. There is also Fallapalooza form 11-2 on Saturday with 
games and a fundraiser for the national cancer foundation.  

IX. Advisor Reports:  
Knudson: I Am Larry. Res halls, just following up, I really do think that we need a 
new res hall. There’s nobody on this campus that doesn’t believe that. For some 
reason legislatures are opposed to that. Talk to your legislature and let them know 
how much that affects campus life here. We will have some new legislatures. Non 
allocable: 0% increase with increase costs. $283,000 dollars that we will need to 
reduce in cost or find new revenues. Operation river watch, 10 years ago partnership 
with Viterbo/WTC, congratulations on that. Thanks for making that happen and 
continuing to make it happen. Safety task force first order of business is use of 
cameras on entire campus, residence halls new student center academic buildings and 
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it will follow up with work on communications. Jauqie will chair that and make sure 
that we have a student voice.  

X. Committee Reports 
i. Quaschnick- graduate curriculum council met. Reviewed syllabuses 
and gave us a stipulation about slash courses. Syllabuses does not 
mention the difference between being an under grad and grad, so the 
differences can cause confusion. None if it is outlined anywhere, and it 
should be. Higher learning commission said that we need to have this 
fixed so undergrads aren’t taking graduate school classes and so the 
expectations are reasonable.  
ii. Rizzidlo: JMAC is meeting for second time on Friday morning: Chair 
has been sporadically sending emails at really random times. Looking to 
make some resolutions. 
iii. Ames: SUFAC- another 3-hour long meeting. Many groups will be 
receiving their budgets, with a SUFAC rep with you. Beyond that we talk 
about the overall rate with a 0% increase. If cuts need to be made, there 
will a structure at how it goes. One shot fund requests. We allocate 
money for that. 17000 dollars. Likely we will be taking out 10000 from 
reserves. In total we will be spending 30,000 on capital goods. The tuba 
was not voted on. We requested that they look into different tubas that 
aren’t 14000 dollars. All Carryover request were fully funded, except SA 
laptops got denied. Didn’t quote it exact, so yeah.  
iv. Bancker: AIDAC meet had some budget hearings, looked at our 
budget. Had 100,000 more dollars in requests. 
v. Olp: Student orgs met and talked about grants. The grants will be 
decided in the next few weeks. 23000 dollars. 54000 was requested. 
Working with what we have. 
vi. Garcia: Bob hetzel will be at JCES.  
vii. Mason: Marketing and special events met, we are all geared up and 
ready to go for next week. Monday 11-2 if you have any time to table for 
photo campaign at Whitney or clock tower. We will need volunteers for 
next week Friday for its on us flag football game. Form a team! 

XI. Organizational Reports 
i. Olp: Lots of stuff in FSL. 3rd sorority join us next semester. 75 people added to the 
community. First round of philanthropy events put on this weekend. Alpha Phi is 
having brunch this Sunday for women’s heart health.  

XII. Unfinished Business 
XIII. New Business 

i. Garcia: Move to suspend 2-week rule, Second: Ames 
a. Pat: Two-week rule means you go back to your people and 
talk about it and then we come back and vote on it the next 
week.  

XIV. Discussion 
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i. Brever: 10-minute cap on discussion 
ii. Fish: I brought this to people in two classes, they seemed to be more in favor 
of Driftless commons and one person very set on eagle landing.  
iii. Dani: Driftless commons was a unanimous vote 
iv. Ames: I don’t know what the purpose of speaking on this now is if we are 
planning on sending out a survey. Move to postponed discussion. No objections 

 
i. Ames: Had someone bring up to be lack of tampon dispensers in cartwright and 
on campus. Not sure its within our purview on how to implement this on campus. 
This is a problem since this issued by everyone on campus.  

   a. Faust: make sure new student center has those 
1. Schimmel: This is something that we looked into providing 
for students. There administration actually funds it. Pilot 
program put in place kind of already. Students don’t really seem 
to know about that. How can we increase visibility and the 
amount we are providing?  

  ii. Mason: Has anyone seen them? Outside of residence halls 
a. Razzidlo: No. Down in pride center it was implemented sometime last 
school year that has tons of feminine products that are free thru the pride 
center.  
b. Dani: it’s called menstruation station. There’s one in Cowley that is 
ALWAYS empty. 

iii. Giles: I had heard that they are available but they should be available in all 
academic buildings. We need to fill these places 

  iv. Paula: Never heard student government talk about feminine hygiene.  
a. Schimmel: This is a promising issue is people wanted to look into it. I 
will look into it again. 

  v. Ames: Make sure to talk to people about it 
a. Motion: Ames; Second: Schultz  

 
XV. Announcements 

i. Razzidlo: Are we trying to do senate get together weekly?  
a. Mason: Senate dinners together before meetings, so if anyone wants to  

ii. Quashnick: Are we going to have signup sheet for all of the election day stuff.  
a. Schimmel: Yes 

iii. Garcia: SFS light up the night scavenger hunt. Not sure if bike lights will be 
given out. Friday campus close up so super busy with potential students  
iv. Brever: Chancellor is coming last meeting 

XVI. Adjournment 
i. Motion: Schultz; Second: Ames 

 
 


